Determination of the taxonomic position and characterization of yam mosaic virus isolates based on sequence data of the 5'-terminal part of the coat protein cistron.
The sequences of the N-terminal part of the coat protein cistron from six isolates of yam mosaic virus (YMV-TOG, YMV-COT, YMV-12, YMV-CAR, YMV-BU1 and YMV-BU2) were determined. The analysis of the deduced amino acid sequences revealed the presence of consensus motifs characteristic of the potyvirus genus supporting the classification of YMV as a potyvirus member. The alignment of the N-terminal part of the coat protein of YMV-TOG, YMV-COT, YMV-12 and YMV-CAR showed that they were identical in size (152 aa) while YMV-BU1 and YMV-BU2 were shorter (140 aa) due to a deletion of 12 aa. These amino acid sequences exhibit an overall sequence identity ranging from 70.4% to 97.4% while the identity level with the other potyviruses sequenced in the considered region is below 50%, confirming that YMV is a distinct member of the potyvirus genus. The detailed analysis of the amino acid sequence alignment and of the identity levels observed between the N-terminal part of the coat protein of the six YMV isolates lead us to suggest that they have to be considered as distantly related strains of YMV rather than closely related but distinct viruses.